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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

ALAN CARUBA:
“Israel Will Attack Iran Soon”
July 16, 2015 – Alan Caruba stated in a reprint of
whatamimissinghere.com,"I truly believe that Israel has
finally decided that it has no choice, but to try and stop, or
at least slow, the Iranian nuclear program. The recentlyconcluded Obama deal was much worse that they expected,
particularly with regard to the lifting of the international
arms embargo, and the lifting of the ban on missile
technology. I believe that Israel will certainly not attack,
while Congress is debating the ‘merits’ of this Obama deal,
but would expect them to strike sometime right before or
right after the recently purchased Russian surface-to-air
missiles are delivered and installed."
Read more at: http://www.whatamimissinghere.com/archives/87067
Netanyahu drew a red line on his prop while urging the UN
community to stop Iran before it reached a final stage of
nuclear enrichment.
In this 2012 speech, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu said the following to the UN, "The relevant question
is not when Iran will get the bomb. The relevant question is at
what stage can we no longer stop Iran from getting the bomb.."
Israel now has no choice except to attack Iran and stop their bomb building. And
hopefully Israel’s attack will come before Iran attacks the U.S. (as they promise).
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